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Spenser's Faerie Queene Douglas Brooks-Davies 1977
Sins of the Fathers - Hilaire
Kallendorf 2013-12-06
Sins of the Fathers considers
sins as nodes of cultural
anxiety and explores the
tensions between competing
organizational categories for
moral thought and behaviours,
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

namely the Seven Deadly Sins
and the Ten Commandments.
Hilaire Kallendorf explores the
decline and rise of these
organizational categories
against critical transformations
of the early modern period,
such as the accession of Spain
to a position of world
dominance and the arrival of a
new courtly culture to replace
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an old warrior ethos. This
ground-breaking study is the
first to consider Spanish
Golden Age comedias as an
archive of moral knowledge.
Kallendorf has examined over
800 of these plays to illustrate
how they provide insight into
aspects of early modern
experience such as food, sex,
work, and money. Finally,
Kallendorf engages the
theoretical terminology of
Marxist literary criticism to
demonstrate the inherent
ambiguity of cultural change.
A Companion to Ancrene Wisse
- Yoko Wada 2003
The 13th century 'Ancrene
Wisse' is a guide for female
recluses. Addressed to three
young sisters of gentle birth, it
teaches what truly good
anchoresses should and should
not do, thereby offering a
glimpse of what life was really
like for Englishwomen in the
middle ages.
Oxford Studies in Normative
Ethics Volume 12 - Mark
Timmons 2022-07-14
Oxford Studies in Normative
Ethics is an annual forum for
new work in normative ethical
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

theory. Leading philosophers
present original contributions
to our understanding of a wide
range of moral issues and
positions, from analysis of
competing approaches to
normative ethics (including
moral realism, constructivism,
and expressivism) to questions
of how we should act and live
well. OSNE is an essential
resource for scholars and
students working in moral
philosophy.
Cities of God - Augustine
Thompson 2010-11-01
Anchoritic Spirituality - Anne
Savage 1991
Sometime in the first quarter of
the 13th century a number of
works were written for
anchoresses, women who lived
as religious recluses in cells
adjoining churches. The most
influential is Ancrene Wisse (A
Guide for Anchoresses), which
discusses in great detail the
daily life of the anchoress, both
outer and inner. This work
gives a detailed sense of a
powerful and multi-faceted
spirituality different from that
of other mystics.
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Aquinas's Disputed Questions
on Evil - M. V. Dougherty 2016
This collection of specially
commissioned new essays
explores the philosophical
issues and subjects of
Aquinas's major work.
John Cassian - John Cassian
1997
"John Cassian: The
Conferences is the first
complete English translation of
the twenty-four dialogues
between Cassian and the
desert fathers of Egypt. A
native of Dacia, Cassian (c.
360-430) joined a monastery in
Bethlehem when he was in his
early adult years. From
Palestine, Cassian and
Germanus, a companion,
traveled several times to Egypt
where they learned about the
monastic tradition from the
great desert masters or abbas.
Cassian's writings here record
twenty-four dialogues with
fifteen abbas." "The
Conferences have long been a
key work in monastic circles
and among scholars of
spirituality. Ramsey's helpful
introductions and annotations
make them accessible to a new
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

and broader readership.
Careful attention to references,
notes and appendices
demonstrate the outstanding
research and writing which
helped produce this
monumental volume."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
The Seven Deadly Sins Morton Wilfred Bloomfield
1952
In the Garden of Evil Richard Newhauser 2005
The Penn Commentary on Piers
Plowman, Volume 2 - Ralph
Hanna 2017-03-15
The first full commentary on
Piers Plowman since the late
nineteenth century, the Penn
Commentary places the
allegorical dream-vision of
Piers Plowman within the
literary, historical, social, and
intellectual contexts of late
medieval England, and within
the long history of critical
interpretation of the poem,
assessing past scholarship
while offering original
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materials and insights
throughout. The authors' lineby-line, section by section, and
passus by passus commentary
on all three versions of the
poem and on the stages of its
multiple revisions reveals new
aspects of the work's meaning
while assessing and
summarizing a complex and
often divisive scholarly
tradition. The volumes offer an
up-to-date, original, and openended guide to a poem whose
engagement with its social
world is unrivaled in medieval
English literature, and whose
literary, religious, and
intellectual accomplishments
are uniquely powerful. The
Penn Commentary is designed
to be equally useful to readers
of the A, B, or C texts of the
poem. It is geared to readers
eager to have detailed
experience of Piers Plowman
and other medieval literature,
possessing some basic
knowledge of Middle English
language and literature, and
interested in pondering further
the particularly difficult
relationships to both that this
poem possesses. Others, with
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

interest in poetry of all periods,
will find the extended and
detailed commentary useful
precisely because it does not
seek to avoid the poem's
challenges but seeks instead to
provoke thought about its
intricacy and poetic
achievements. Volume 2, by
Ralph Hanna, deliberately
addresses the question of the
poem's perceived "difficulty,"
by indicating the legitimate
areas of unresolved dilemmas,
while offering often original
explanations of a variety of
textual loci. Perhaps more
important, his commentary
indicates what has not always
appeared clear in past
approaches—that the poem
only "means" in its totality and
within some critical
framework, and that its
annotation needs always to be
guided by a sense of
Langland's developing
arguments.
The Bible in Early English
Literature - David C. Fowler
2018-03-05
In this companion to his
previous book, The Bible in
Early English Literature, David
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Fowler completes his
stimulating and broad-ranging
study of medieval English
literature in the light of biblical
tradition. As in the first
volume, he both provides a
broad general view of literary
trends and closely examines
representative works that
illustrate these trends. The
author begins by discussing
medieval drama in England-with special attention to the
Cornish drama-- as revealed in
the cycle plays that enacted the
entire history of the world from
Creation to Doomsday. He
demonstrates how the drama
grew out of the liturgy of the
Church and developed into a
parallel fashion with other
kinds of vernacular literature
in the later Middle Ages, and
he offers a possible explanation
of the origin of the morality
play in England. This is
followed by an examination of
representative shorter
medieval lyrics. Fowler shows
that many of these lyrics were
composed to memorialize
particular "secular' and
"religious" elements blended
subtly and distinctively in
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

Middle English lyrics, often
with a complete harmony of
sacred and sexual significance.
A special section deals with
Mary Magdalene in popular
tradition, comparing her
description in the Bible with
her treatment in legend,
drama, lyric poetry, and the
ballad. The final three chapters
focus on particular literary
works which the author
believes to be outstanding
examples of poems composed
in the biblical tradition. "The
Parliament of Fowls" is
selected as the best example of
biblical influence in all of
Chaucer. The work is seen as a
Creation poem with its
organizing principles derives
from commentaries on the first
chapter of Genesis--a new
theory of the poem's structure
which the author feels resolves
many of the difficulties
previously encountered by
scholars. Fowler than treats
several works of the "Pearl"
poet--"Cleanness," "Patience,"
"Saint Erkenwald," and the
"Pearl"--in their particular
blend of humor, seriousness,
and Christian serenity. In stark
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contrast, "Piers the Plowman,"
the final work dealt with,
reflects the agony of the
turmoil of late fourteenthcentury England. The emphasis
is on the historical significance
of the poem: the importance of
the A text as an ideological
influence on the leadership of
the Peasants' Revolt in 1381,
and the exschatological
implications of the later
versions (B and C texts). "It is
my hope," the author states,
"that future studies of 'Piers'
will increasingly take history
into account and likewise study
the versions of the poem
separately. Until we learn to
walk from this text out into
history, we run the risk of
missing the important message
that this profound and
troubling poem offers to
twentieth-century man." This
book will be of value both to
scholars and students of
medieval literature and religion
and to general readers
interested in the varied and
intriguing ways that the Bible
has influence vernacular
literature.
The Penn Commentary on
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

Piers Plowman, Volume 2 Andrew Galloway 2006
The Penn Commentary on Piers
Plowman, Volume 2, by Ralph
Hanna, deliberately addresses
the question of the poem's
perceived "difficulty," by
indicating the legitimate areas
of unresolved dilemmas, while
offering often original
explanations of a variety of
textual loci.
The Seven Deadly Sins Stanford M. Lyman 1989
A study of sloth, lust, anger,
pride, envy, gluttony, and
greed.
Middle English Literature Charles W. Dunn 2013-11-26
First published in 1990.
Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
The Apothecary’s Chest Fabienne Collignon 2009-03-26
‘The Apothecary’s Chest:
Magic, Art and Medication’
was a one-day symposium held
at the University of Glasgow on
November 24, 2007. The
symposium called for a
discussion on the evolution of
the notions of mysticism,
knowledge and superstition in
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the way they are intertwined in
both science and the literary
imagination in the figure of
healers such as the apothecary,
the alchemist, the shaman.
There were three main areas of
interest. The first involved
traditional perceptions of
physicians, who combined
knowledge and superstition
and thus bordered, in their
practices, on the sphere of the
occult. The second theme,
evolving from the first,
proposed an inquiry of the
overlapping interests and
processes of science, magic
and prophesy, as well as of the
implications and consequences
of a privileged access to
medical knowledge, while the
third subject of discussion
concentrated on the
development of the symbolism
of the healer in literature,
history, philosophy of science,
anthropology, theology, film
and art. The twelve papers
included in this volume, papers
presented by doctoral
candidates and young scholars
from across a range of
geographical regions and
disciplines, result in a
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

collection of approaches to an
investigative field with topics
ranging from mystical traits of
mundane materials to the
origins of the occult and
gender struggles. The
thirteenth and final essay
included in the volume,
Professor Bill Herbert’s ‘From
Mere Bellies to the Bad
Shaman’, is an exploration of
the modern role of the
contemporary poet in the form
of an extended conversation
initiated at the closing of the
conference, when Professor
Herbert was asked to combine
a poetry reading with a few
observations on the
relationship between the poet
and the shaman.
After Evil - Robert Meister
2011-01-05
Mainstream human rights
discourse speaks of such evils
as the Holocaust, slavery, or
apartheid in ways that put
them solidly in the past. Its
elaborate techniques of
"transitional" justice encourage
future generations to move
forward, but the false
assumption of closure enables
those who are guilty to elude
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responsibility. This approach to
history, common to latetwentieth-century
humanitarianism, doesn't
presuppose that evil ends only
when justice begins. Rather, it
assumes that a time before
justice is the moment to put
evil in the past. Merging
examples from literature and
history, Robert Meister
confronts the problem of
closure and the resolution of
historical injustice. He boldly
challenges the empty moral
logic of "never again" or the
theoretical reduction of evil to
a cycle of violence and
counterviolence that is broken
once evil is remembered for
what it was. Meister calls out
such methods for their deferral
of justice and susceptibility to
exploitation. Specifically, he
spells out the moral logic
"never again" in relation to
Auschwitz and its evolution
into a twenty-first-century
doctrine of the Responsibility
to Protect.
The Charm of a List - Lucie
Doležalová 2009-01-14
Lists, one of the most archaic
literary genres, stand behind
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

many of our complex mental or
rhetorical structures and they
often influence the way we
conceptualize the world (even
if we are unaware of it). They
seem plain but may conceal a
complicated inner logic. They
are agrammatical but may tell
a story. Their basic features –
selection, order, and layout –
may be enough to give them
enormous power: by including
they exclude, by ordering they
create a hierarchy, by taking
on particular physical aspects
they place themselves into a
specific context. These and
other issues are discussed in
the present transdisciplinary
volume collecting the best
revised contributions to a
workshop on lists held at the
Center for Theoretical Study in
Prague in November 2008.
Each of the 13 articles by
researchers from seven
countries provides a case study
on the subject of list. The fields
covered include late antique,
medieval and early modern
history, philology, philosophy,
cognitive and computer
science. The contributors aim
both at presenting particular
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cases – specific lists or listtypes – and, at the same time,
at addressing methodological
issues: exploring the ways of
researching lists in their
particular disciplines,
formulating relevant research
themes and questions,
contextualizing the subject.
Since theoretical discourse on
lists has not been established
yet, this volume should be seen
as a first step in the process,
showing the variety of possible
research directions on a
transdisciplinary level, and
raising interest in the topic,
which, although it may seem a
bit obscure at first, has indeed
a lot to offer.
C.S. Lewis, Poet - Don W. King
2001
C.S. Lewis is best known as the
creator of the fanciful world of
Narnia and writer of literary
criticism and Christian
apologetics. This book
examines Lewis's early
writings, under the pseudonym
Clive Hamilton, analyzing the
influence of his formative
poetic aspirations upon his
later prose. By looking at early
diaries and letters, and the
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

inclusion of four of Lewis's
previously unpublished
narrative poems and eleven
previously unpublished short
poems, this text explains the
man through his writing.
Gyn/Ecology - Mary Daly
2016-07-26
This revised edition includes a
New Intergalactic Introduction
by the Author. Mary Daly's
New Intergalactic Introduction
explores her process as a
Crafty Pirate on the Journey of
Writing Gyn/Ecology and
reveals the autobiographical
context of this "Thunderbolt of
Rage" that she first hurled
against the patriarchs in 1979
and no hurls again in the ReSurging Movement of Radical
Feminism in the Be-Dazzling
Nineties.
The Seven Deadly Sins in
the Work of Dorothy L.
Sayers - Janice Brown 1998
An examination of the work of
Dorothy L. Sayers, beginning
with her early poetry and
moving through her fiction to
her dramas, essays and
lectures. It illustrates how
Sayers used popular genres to
teach about sin and
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redemption, and how she
redefined the seven deadly sins
for the 20th century.
Sin and Salvation in
Reformation England Jonathan Willis 2016-03-03
Notions of which behaviours
comprised sin, and what
actions might lead to salvation,
sat at the heart of Christian
belief and practice in early
modern England, but both of
these vitally important
concepts were fundamentally
reconfigured by the
reformation. Remarkably little
work has been undertaken
exploring the ways in which
these essential ideas were
transformed by the religious
changes of the sixteenthcentury. In the field of
reformation studies, revisionist
scholarship has underlined the
vitality of late-medieval English
Christianity and the degree to
which people remained
committed to the practices of
the Catholic Church up to the
eve of the reformation,
including those dealing with
the mortification of sin and the
promise of salvation. Such
popular commitment to latethe-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

medieval lay piety has in turn
raised questions about how the
reformation itself was able to
take root. Whilst postrevisionist scholars have
explored a wide range of
religious beliefs and practices such as death, providence,
angels, and music - there has
been a surprising lack of
engagement with the two
central religious
preoccupations of the vast
majority of people. To address
this omission, this collection
focusses upon the history and
theology of sin and salvation in
reformation and postreformation England. Exploring
their complex social and
cultural constructions, it
underlines how sin and
salvation were not only great
religious constants, but also
constantly evolving in order to
survive in the rapidly
transforming religious
landscape of the reformation.
Drawing upon a range of
disciplinary perspectives historical, theological, literary,
and material/art-historical - to
both reveal and explain the
complexity of the concepts of
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sin and salvation, the volume
further illuminates a subject
central to the nature and
success of the Reformation
itself. Divided into four
sections, Part I explores
reformers’ attempts to define
and re-define the theological
concepts of sin and salvation,
while Part II looks at some of
the ways in which sin and
salvation were contested:
through confessional conflict,
polemic, poetry and
martyrology. Part III focuses on
the practical attempts of
English divines to reform sin
with respect to key religious
practices, while Part IV
explores the significance of sin
and salvation in the lived
experience of both clergy and
laity. Evenly balancing
contributions by established
academics in the field with
cutting-edge contributions
from junior researchers, this
collection breaks new ground,
in what one historian of the
period has referred to as the
‘social history of theology’.
Allegorical Quests from
Deguileville to Spenser Marco Nievergelt 2012
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

An examination of sixteenthcentury quest narratives,
focussing on their conscious
use of a medieval tradition to
hold a mirror up to
contemporary culture.
Eating Beauty - Ann W. Astell
2016-02-09
"The enigmatic link between
the natural and artistic beauty
that is to be contemplated but
not eaten, on the one hand, and
the eucharistic beauty that is
both seen (with the eyes of
faith) and eaten, on the other,
intrigues me and inspires this
book. One cannot ask theoaesthetic questions about the
Eucharist without engaging
fundamental questions about
the relationship between
beauty, art (broadly defined),
and eating."—from Eating
Beauty In a remarkable book
that is at once learned,
startlingly original, and highly
personal, Ann W. Astell
explores the ambiguity of the
phrase "eating beauty." The
phrase evokes the destruction
of beauty, the devouring mouth
of the grave, the mouth of hell.
To eat beauty is to destroy it.
Yet in the case of the Eucharist
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the person of faith who eats the
Host is transformed into beauty
itself, literally incorporated
into Christ. In this sense, Astell
explains, the Eucharist was
"productive of an entire 'way'
of life, a virtuous life-form, an
artwork, with Christ himself as
the principal artist." The
Eucharist established for the
people of the Middle Ages
distinctive schools of
sanctity—Cistercian,
Franciscan, Dominican, and
Ignatian—whose members
were united by the eucharistic
sacrament that they received.
Reading the lives of the saints
not primarily as historical
documents but as iconic
expressions of original
artworks fashioned by the
eucharistic Christ, Astell puts
the "faceless" Host in a
dynamic relationship with
these icons. With the advent of
each new spirituality, the
Christian idea of beauty
expanded to include, first, the
marred beauty of the saint and,
finally, that of the church torn
by division—an anti-aesthetic
beauty embracing process,
suffering, deformity, and
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

disappearance, as well as the
radiant lightness of the
resurrected body. This
astonishing work of intellectual
and religious history is
illustrated with telling artistic
examples ranging from
medieval manuscript
illuminations to sculptures by
Michelangelo and paintings by
Salvador Dalí. Astell puts the
lives of medieval saints in
conversation with modern
philosophers as disparate as
Simone Weil and G. W. F.
Hegel.
Scholarly Community at the
Early University of Paris Spencer E. Young 2014-04-24
This book explores the ways in
which theologians at the early
University of Paris promoted
the development of this new
centre of education into a
prominent institution within
late medieval society. Drawing
upon a range of evidence,
including many theological
texts available only in
manuscripts, Spencer Young
uncovers a vibrant intellectual
community engaged in debates
on such issues as the viability
of Aristotle's natural
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philosophy for Christian
theology, the implications of
the popular framework of the
seven deadly sins for spiritual
and academic life, the social
and religious obligations of
educated masters, and poor
relief. Integrating the
intellectual and institutional
histories of the Faculty of
Theology, Young demonstrates
the historical significance of
these discussions for both the
university and the thirteenthcentury church. He also reveals
the critical role played by many
of the early university's lesserknown members in one of the
most transformative periods in
the history of higher education.
Chaucer and Middle English
Studies - Beryl Rowland
2019-09-18
Originally published in 1974.
The thirty-six essays of this
book were written and
assembled in hour of an
internationally recognised
scholar of medieval literature.
Written by a diverse range of
contributors, the chapters
cover not only various studies
of aspects of Chaucer’s poetry,
but also some other medieval
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

authors and investigations
about the period, particularly
referencing carols and hymns.
Addiction and Devotion in
Early Modern England Rebecca Lemon 2018-02-02
Rebecca Lemon illuminates a
previously-buried conception of
addiction, as a form of devotion
at once laudable, difficult, and
extraordinary, that has been
concealed by the persistent
modern link of addiction to
pathology. Surveying sixteenthcentury invocations, she
reveals how early moderns
might consider themselves
addicted to study, friendship,
love, or God. However, she also
uncovers their understanding
of addiction as a form of
compulsion that resonates with
modern scientific definitions.
Specifically, early modern
medical tracts, legal rulings,
and religious polemic stressed
the dangers of addiction to
alcohol in terms of disease,
compulsion, and enslavement.
Yet the relationship between
these two understandings of
addiction was not simply
oppositional, for what unites
these discourses is a shared
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emphasis on addiction as the
overthrow of the will.
Etymologically, "addiction" is a
verbal contract or a pledge,
and even as sixteenth-century
audiences actively embraced
addiction to God and love,
writers warned against
commitment to improper forms
of addiction, and the term
became increasingly associated
with disease and tyranny.
Examining canonical texts
including Doctor Faustus,
Twelfth Night, Henry IV, and
Othello alongside theological,
medical, imaginative, and legal
writings, Lemon traces the
variety of early modern
addictive attachments.
Although contemporary notions
of addiction seem to bear little
resemblance to its initial
meanings, Lemon argues that
the early modern period's
understanding of addiction is
relevant to our modern
conceptions of, and debates
about, the phenomenon.
Old English Lexicology and
Lexicography - Maren Clegg
Hyer 2020
Essays demonstrating how the
careful study of individual
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

words can shed immense light
on texts more broadly.
The Fables of Ulrich
Bonerius (ca. 1350) Albrecht Classen 2020-10-15
Serendipitously, at around the
same time as Boccaccio
published his famous
Decameron (1350), the SwissGerman Dominican Ulrich
Bonerius published his highly
popular collection of fables,
The Gemstone. Both authors
pursued very similar goals,
instructing their audiences
about vices and virtues,
Boccaccio by telling
entertaining, often erotic tales,
Bonerius by relating didactic
tales, mostly based on animals
as the active characters. This
book provides the first English
translation of all one hundred
fables authored by Bonerius.
Bonerius drew mostly from the
classical Aesopian tradition,
and his Gemstone in turn
became the crucial source for
vast fable collections in the late
Middle Ages, and again in the
eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. In fact, the famous
Grimm brothers included some
of his narratives in their fairy
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tale collection of The Gemstone
1812. Not only was Bonerius
an excellent poet, he also
understood the depth of human
nature exceedingly well,
warning about many of
people’s shortcomings and
failures.
The Sin of Pride in "The
Pardoner's Tale" - Betty Kantor
1962
Reading Dante - Jesper Hede
2007-09-16
Reading Dante: The Pursuit of
Meaning examines the problem
of thematic coherence in
Dante's Divina Commedia.
Unlike many Dante scholars
who maintain that the poem's
unity is the account of a
journey through the afterworld,
Jesper Hede argues that a
systematic parallel reading of
the poem's three parts (Hell,
Purgatory, and Paradise)
reveals that it is the vision of
divine order that provides the
poem with its thematic unity.
The Devil at Baptism - H.A.
Kelly 2004-01-30
The Christian baptismal
ceremony was at first quite
simple; by the beginning of the
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

third century it included
complex anti-demonic rites.
Henry Ansgar Kelly here
describes the evolution of the
rites of baptism from New
Testament times to the present
day and explores the impact of
demonological theories on
Christian liturgy. Kelly begins
by identifying the nature and
origins of the evil spirits that
are referred to in the New
Testament, which proved to be
major subjects of speculation
and theological development by
the Church Fathers. He then
traces the history both of
Christian demonology and of
the initiation rituals, clearly
illustrating their parallel
evolution and their interaction.
In his analysis, Kelly examines
not only the direct expression
of demonological theory in the
original ceremonies but also
the symbolic reinterpretation
of theoretically untenable
rituals into allegorical dramas.
An astute and ambitious work,
'The Devil at Baptism' covers
all the anti-demonic rites of the
catechumenate and baptismal
services and compares
developments in East and West
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since the emergence of
Christianity. It will be essential
reading for anyone interested
in the development of Christian
liturgy in particular and in the
history of religion in general.
The Poetics of Personification James J. Paxson 1994-02-25
Literary personification has
long been taken for granted as
an important aspect of Western
narrative; Paul de Man has
given it still greater
prominence as 'the master
trope of poetic discourse'.
James Paxson here offers a
much-needed critical and
theoretical appraisal of
personification in the light of
poststructuralist thought and
theory. The poetics of
personification provides a
historical reassessment of early
theories, together with a
sustained account of how
literary personification works
through an examination of
narratological and semiotic
codes and structures in the
allegorical texts of Prudentius,
Chaucer, Langland and
Spenser. The device turns out
to be anything but an
aberration, oddity or
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

barbarism, from ancient,
medieval or early modern
literature. Rather, it works as a
complex artistic tool for
revealing and advertising the
problems and limits inherent in
narration in particular and
poetic or verbal creation in
general.
The Function of Kinship in
Medieval Nordic Legislation Helle Vogt 2010-09-24
In the Nordic medieval laws a
new definition of kinship – a
canonical one – was
introduced, based on the
Church’s incest prohibitions
and the requirement to love
your kin. It influences the rules
for property transfer,
inheritance, wergeld and
marriage.
Medicine and the Seven Deadly
Sins in Late Medieval
Literature and Culture Virginia Langum 2016-09-15
This book considers how
scientists, theologians, priests,
and poets approached the
relationship of the human body
and ethics in the later Middle
Ages. Is medicine merely a
metaphor for sin? Or can
certain kinds of bodies
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physiologically dispose people
to be angry, sad, or greedy? If
so, then is it their fault?
Virginia Langum offers an
account of the medical imagery
used to describe feelings and
actions in religious and literary
contexts, referencing a variety
of behavioral discussions
within medical contexts. The
study draws upon medical and
theological writing for its
philosophical basis, and upon
more popular works of religion,
as well as poetry, to show how
these themes were articulated,
explored, and questioned more
widely in medieval culture.
Routledge Library Editions:
Chaucer - Various 2021-08-29
Reissuing works originally
published between 1964 and
1994, this superb set of books
is an array of scholarship on
one of the most important
authors of the medieval period.
Some of these titles are
introductory books on Chaucer
and his works but others are
specifically focused on his
humour, or the sources he
drew from, or his importance
to the development of English
poetry, and between them they
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

address all of his works, not
only the Canterbury Tales. A
good coverage of critical study
in the area of medieval poetry
that contains interesting fodder
for any literature student or
academic.
Discourses of Mourning in
Dante, Petrarch, and Proust Jennifer Rushworth 2016
This work brings together
three authors who have written
movingly about mourning :
Dante Alighieri, Francesco
Petrarca, and Marcel Proust.
Jennifer Rushworth explores
how each of them, through
their respective narratives of
bereavement, grapples with
the challenge of how to write
adequately about the deeply
personal and painful
experience of grief.
Ben Jonson and Envy - Lynn
S. Meskill 2009-04-16
This book examines the
centrality of envy in the works
of Ben Jonson, Shakespeare's
greatest literary rival.
The Transmission of Affect Teresa Brennan 2014-02-15
The idea that one can soak up
someone else's depression or
anxiety or sense the tension in
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a room is familiar. Indeed,
phrases that capture this
notion abound in the popular
vernacular: "negative energy,"
"dumping," "you could cut the
tension with a knife." The
Transmission of Affect deals
with the belief that the
emotions and energies of one
person or group can be
absorbed by or can enter
directly into another. The
ability to borrow or share
states of mind, once historically
and culturally assumed, is now
pathologized, as Teresa
Brennan shows in relation to
affective transfer in psychiatric
clinics and the prevalence of
psychogenic illness in
contemporary life. To neglect
the mechanism by which affect
is transmitted, the author
claims, has serious
consequences for science and
medical research. Brennan's
theory of affect is based on
constant communication
between individuals and their
physical and social
environments. Her important
book details the relationships
among affect, energy, and "new
maladies of the soul," including
the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

attention deficit disorder,
chronic fatigue syndrome,
codependency, and
fibromyalgia.
The Seven Deadly Sins Kevin M. Clarke 2018-06-18
“Read this not just for
intellectual enjoyment but to
discover a centuries-old,
proven path for conquering
your worst sins” (Brandon
Vogt, author of Why I Am
Catholic). Gluttony. Lust.
Greed. Anger. Sloth. Envy.
Pride. The capital vices are the
gateway drugs to countless
sins. But where did this
tradition come from?
Unsurprisingly, it can be traced
back to the teachings of the
Church Fathers, whose
words—included in this
book—answer such questions
as: So how do the capital sins
spawn other vices in the soul?
How does one cultivate the
virtues that heal the soul from
those vices? How are gluttony
and lust related? What role
does almsgiving have in
soothing the passion of anger?
As the path of the book
descends through the vices, the
words of the Fathers will assist
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readers in being more realistic
about the attacks upon the
soul. Edifying and medicinal,
each chapter begins with vice
and ends with virtue, so one’s
path through the chapters
represents a sort of ascent out
of sin and on to the road to
righteousness. The text gives
special attention to the
thoughts of Augustine of
Hippo, Evagrius of Pontus,
John Cassian, Gregory the
Great, and Maximus the
Confessor. “An illuminating

the-seven-deadly-sins-morton-w-bloomfield

survey of the Church Fathers’
wisdom on the capital vices
that have burdened us since
time immemorial.” —Curtis A.
Martin, Founder and CEO of
FOCUS “A wonderfully helpful
compendium of insights and
advice from the Church
Fathers . . . You will be
astonished at how relevant and
applicable is this ancient
wisdom to the life of the
modern-day Christian. Highly
recommended.” —James
Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A
Pilgrimage
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